Esquire Innovations Introduces iOffice System Spin-off Applications

New add-ons enhance user experience of popular document production software suite

Temecula, CA – March 21, 2006 - Esquire Innovations, Inc., a leading provider of Microsoft Office integration software services and applications for the legal market, today introduced five spin-off applications, iHyperstyles, icCalendar, iBatesLabels, iRedlineLite and iDiscover, designed to offer users some of the key functionalities of the popular iOffice System including iCreate, iScrub, iRedline and iDocID.

Not unlike Esquire’s iOffice System, which provides clients with a suite of software applications designed to increase document production productivity, decrease deployment costs, and provide a single source for all document production tools, the newly added spin-off products also address a specific business requirement within a law firm’s production management methodology. Spin-off product highlights include:

**iHyperstyles**: One of the more popular features of iCreate provides tools that make it easy to apply, modify, and manage paragraph numbering and styles within Microsoft Word, establishes consistent work quality across the firm.

**icCalendar**: iCreate contains icCalendar, a powerful calendar creator feature, that allows users to create multiple monthly editable calendars in Microsoft Word, insert the calendar into an existing document, and pull Outlook appointments into the calendar as well.

**iBatesLabels**: Another iCreate spin-off that enables users to easily create bates labels on the fly.
**iRedlineLite**: A subset of the iRedline comparison and redline tool for both Microsoft Word and Excel enabling users to manage, navigate and print changes and change reports on redline documents such as track changes, DeltaView and iRedline.

**iDiscover**: This review and reporting tool (part of iScrub) captures and displays document metadata. It is extremely useful in determining the level of risk associated with documents that come from inside or outside of the firm.

"iOffice System is powerful, simple to use, and provides a true integration with existing Microsoft Office applications. The new line of spin-off products gives users access to some of the more popular features of the iOffice System, further enhancing our clients’ Esquire experience,” states Randy Farrar, Chief Software Architect, Esquire Innovations, Inc.”

To learn more about Esquire Innovations’ iOffice System spin-off applications, call 951-506-5641, or visit [www.esqinc.com](http://www.esqinc.com).
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### About Esquire Innovations

Esquire Innovations, Inc., a leading provider of Microsoft Office integration software services and applications for the legal market, counts more than 300 law firm clients in 110 cities utilizing its applications. Esquire Innovations has been developing, supporting, and selling document creation, formatting, re-purposing, comparing, and metadata management software applications in the legal industry since 1999. The product line includes iCreate, a template and macro product, iScrub, metadata management for Microsoft Office documents, iRedline, the redlining tool for Microsoft Word and Excel, and iDocID, a powerful universal document management system-integrated ID stamper.